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Abstract

In the controversial question about the appropriate metrical analysis of the con

temporary Bedouin qasida, the role of different types of syllable structure in dif

ferent Bedouin dialects has thus far been overlooked. It nevertheless presents itself 

as a most fundamental issue associated with a further question about the implica

tions of the spread of a poetic tradition over a linguistically heterogeneous area. 

Najd is recognized as the core area of the Bedouin qasida poetry, and the Najdi- 

type dialects display a syllable structure closely akin to the type postulated for the 

quantitative metrical analysis. On the other hand, the different syllable structure 

of the dialects outside the core area has gradually undermined the metrical role 

of the stress. As a result, from the strictly synchronic point of view, stress may in 

some areas be defined as the basis of the metrical structure of Bedouin poetry.
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EVER since Albert S o c in  presented a metrical analysis of his col

lection of 116 poems (1900-01), most of them originating in 

Najd (Burayda, cUnayza, al-Hasa), it has been commonly held 

that the metrics of the Najdi type of Bedouin qasida1 are based on syl

lable quantity. Socin establishes modern Najdi varieties of different 

classical meters, the majority of which (sixty-one poems) he defines 

as representing “the new taw l lP  Twelve poems are defined as varie

ties of the ramaly three of the bastt, seven or eight of the hazaj，nine of 

the rajaZy and the rest remain unidentified.2

In order to discern latent quantitative metrical patterns behind the 

surface representation, Socin resorts to insertion of short vowels not 

found in the declaimed forms of the poems. This might appear to be 

a biased theoretical reconstruction directed at creating the additional 

short syllables necessary for the application of the traditional metrical 

system. However, Socin’s analysis is not based upon theoretical con

siderations only, but is supported by G. A. W a ll in ’s earlier observa

tions regarding the optional insertion of metrically conditioned short 

vowels in both the declaimed and chanted versions of Bedouin poetry 

(1852，193).3 Socin does not formulate exact rules for the insertion of 

such extralinguistic, metrically conditioned short vowels, but it is clear 

from his transcriptions that they are added in order to divide overlong 

syllables (cvcc, cvc) in positions other than at the very end of a 

hemistich into sequences of two syllables (cvc.cv or cv.cv), e.g., la 
如衫[5] la ydgut[a] Id jawharin tolg j Id darr\p\ Id feruz[d\ min calligeh 

mag (Socin 1900-01，1:5).  Although Socin considered it possible to 

explain the metrically conditioned short final vowels as residues of the 

Old Arabic4 icraby5 he pointed out that the meters of the Najdi poems 

did not allow a consistent use of icrdb. Therefore he preferred to re

gard these short vowels as undefined residues from an earlier stage of 

linguistic development, occurring not only in poetry but sometimes in 

prose as well.6

Saad Abdullah Sowayan (1985) gives an inventory of fifty-one

[76 ]
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quantitative metrical patterns of which all except one can, in spite of 

some divergences, be traced back to classical quantitative meters. In 

order to arrive at a systematic analysis, the following rules have to be 

observed:

1 ) Word boundaries are disregarded, and the hemistich is read 

as one unit of continuous utterance.

2) Anaptyctic vowels forming closed syllables are deleted, and 

the resulting overlong syllables are divided into sequences 

of two syllables (long+short).7

3) If procedure 2) results in a sequence of two short syllables, 

this sequence is reduced to one long syllable by dropping 

the vowel of the second syllable. This is in harmony with 

the prosody of the spoken language, which does not allow 

sequences of short syllables except in a few very restricted 

and phonetically conditioned cases.

4) Apart from the metrically conditioned short final vowels, all 

final vowels are analyzed as long, according to the phonemic 

structure of the dialect.

5) All overlong syllables, except the last syllables of hemistichs, 

are divided into two syllables (cvcc— > cvc.cv; cvc— >cv. 

cv).8

The fifty metrical patterns, which according to Sowayan can be 

traced back to classical meters, display varieties of the mutaqdrib，muta- 
darikj hazaj, ramal，rajaz, fawil, madid、basit, and mujtatt, as well as 

of two meters belonging to the muxtalif circle but neglected in classical 

poetry, namely, the mumtadd  and mustatil (Sowayan 1985，160-62). It 

may be noticed that the meters identified by S o c in  (1900-01) are in

cluded in this inventory, but another and perhaps more interesting ob

servation is the absence of the classical meters wdfiry kdmil, muddric, 

muqtadab, munsarih, and xafif from the inventory of contemporary 

Najdi Bedouin poetry. A feature shared by all of these meters except 

the last-mentioned is that they allow sequences of two short syllables, 

which, as stated above, only occur in spoken Najdi in a few restricted, 

phonetically conditioned positions. The reduction of the inventory 

of metrical patterns thus reflects a development in the syllable structure 

of the language from eastern dialects of Old Arabic to the modern 

dialect spoken in Najd.

The question about the metrical basis of contemporary Bedouin 

poetry is not settled, however. Clinton Bailey (1991) comes to the 

conclusion that the metrical system of the poem analyzed by him is
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not quantitative; pointing out that Sowayan’s analysis of northern and 

central Arabian poetry is based upon written text and not upon oral 

scansion, he claims that the metrical system of all orally composed 

contemporary Bedouin poetry is actually accentual. He even extends 

his theory to include all orally composed Bedouin poetry from the past: 

‘‘It seems unlikely to the present writer that an illiterate person can 

compose poetry according to quantitative meter, since this requires a 

knowledge of too many rules that can only be comprehended by seeing 

the written word on the page” (B a ile y  1991, 397). Consequently, he 

restores to life J. Tkatsch’s theory (1928，99-100) about the Greek 

origins of the quantitative metrics in Classical Arabic poetry.9

Bailey admits that “occasionally one finds a line that fits a quan

titative syllabic meter，” although “the poem to which it belongs as a 

whole does not.” From this he draws the conclusion that a quantita

tive metrical analysis is not appropriate. He therefore prefers an 

analysis based on “stressed syllables in keeping with the natural stress 

of conversation，，(B a ile y  1991，39フー98)_ Bailey’s claim is not com

pletely unexpected; as a matter of fact, the rhythmical declamation of 

Bedouin qastdas often spontaneously suggests an accentual analysis.10

In extending his analysis to all orally composed Arabic poetry, 

Bailey overlooks the disparities in linguistic structure between different 

dialect areas and even between Old Arabic and the modern dialects. 

The relevance of the last-mentioned difference to our issue is too ob

vious to need discussion here, but the first matter, that of the influence 

of dialectal differences on the prosody of traditional Bedouin poetry in 

northern Arabia and its periphery, needs closer examination. In this 

specific case, the syllable structure of different Bedouin dialect groups 

presents itself as a most fundamental issue.

Jean Cantineau (1936-37，114-16, 156-64) divides the Bedouin 

dialects of northern Arabia and its periphery into three major groups: 

the cAnazi (Group A) dialects, the Sammari (Group B) dialects, and 

the pre-cAnazi Syro-Mesopotamian (Group C) dialects. To these he 

adds Group Be, consisting of Sammari dialects influenced by dialects 

of Group し. The tribes speaking Group A and Group B dialects are 

traditionally camel breeders, while the Group C speakers are sheep 

breeders. One of the features distinguishing these groups relates to 

the syllable structure, which is trochaic in Group A and Group B and 

atrochaic in viroup C. In  the trochaic dialects, overlong syllables 

(here defined as cvcc and cvc; ccv and ccvc are excluded) do not 

occur as a rule in nonfinal position. Instead one finds trochaic syllable 

sequences (cvc .cv  or cv.cv). Some instances provided by Cantineau 
may illustrate the difference: nagdti ‘my she-camel，， nagdten ‘two
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she-camels，，kalbdti ‘my she-dog’ (trochaic) vs. nagtiy ndgten  ̂ kahbti 

(atrochaic). Additional examples of trochaic forms provided by Can

tineau are: xsumana ‘our noses’, rtlsana ‘our heads’, fwahana ‘our 

mouths', °ummana ‘our mother，，°ummahdtana ‘our mothers，，xwanakam 

‘your (pl.m.) brothers’，°3xtana ‘our sister，，ydddrbunakdnt ‘they hit you’ 

(pl.m.). There are two exceptions to the r u l e : 1 ) in the nominal 

patterns qatil- and qaratil-, the short is elided in open unstressed 

syllables, and the resulting overlong syllable is retained, e.g., sdrbi ‘my 

moustache’，hawdjbi ‘my eyebrows’，bardtmak ‘your (sg.m.) lips\ not 

ネsdrdbi etc.; 2) overlong nonfinal syllables are allowed if the long vowel 

is followed by two identical consonants: xwdnna，fwahhom, tdddrblnni; 

side by side with these forms, xwdnana etc. also occur.11

1 he above-mentioned division of Bedouin dialects is most signi

ficant for the metrical structure of the Bedouin qasida. It is scarcely 

mere chance that the dialects spoken in the traditional core area of 

north Arabian Bedouin poetry belong to the trochaic type. The syl

lable structure of these dialects is certainly not identical with that used 

in the quantitative analysis above, but it is closely akin to it, and, con

sequently, relatively easy to adjust to the needs of quantitative metrics. 

Although these dialects do allow overlong syllables in the final position, 

the relative number of such syllables is reduced by the optional use of 

tanwin12 in certain syntactic positions,13 as in the following examples: 

nacam >  nacamin, cubed >  cubedin, ndm >  ndtnin, siddig >  siddi^in, cuyun >  

€uyunint misrifin> misrifininy masdudat> masdudatinf killykillin, garmy 

garmin. These imply the syllabic reorganizations cvc— >cv. cvc and 

cvcc— > cvc.cvc. A  considerable number o f the remaining overlong 

syllables in final position are shortened when word boundaries are dis

regarded and the whole hemistich is read as one continuous utter

ance. If the next word begins with a vowel, the last consonant of 

the overlong syllable becomes the first consonant of the next syllable: 

harib al-buwadi—ha.rt.bahbu.zva.di, kubb as-suwalif =kub.bas,su.wa.lij\

Here we come to a fundamental linguistic point completely over

looked thus far: the metrical role of different types of syllable structure 

in different Bedouin dialects. This is an issue that leads to a further 

question about the implications of the spread of a poetic tradition— 

including its metrics— over a linguistically heterogeneous area. The 

common features in form, style, motit, and imagery are striking enough 

to justify an assumption of the common origin of this poetry. As far 

as its indigenous home is concerned, Sowayan writes:

All renowned Nabati poets come from Najd, and the diction of

this poetry conforms to the colloquial speech of that region. People
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outside Najd who are familiar with Nabati poetry are people 

who originally came from that region, where this poetry is most 

popular and whence it diffused to the periphery. (1985,1)

Even though the role played in Nabati poetry by Najdi poets may 

be slightly exaggerated in this statement,14 it is well founded to regard 

Najd as the core area of this tradition. To be sure, the common tradi

tion is well established among the Bedouin tribes living in Mesopotamia 

and the Syrian desert as well as in the areas between the desert and 

the cultivated area，but, compared with Najd, these regions may be 

characterized as peripheral. The inhabitants of the core area speak 

mainly dialects of the trochaic type, Group A and Group B，while a 

majority of the tribes in the peripheral areas speak Group C dialects 

of the atrochaic type. On the other hand, the Bedouin of Sinai 

and the Negev also share the common poetic tradition, but are lin

guistically more distant than Group C speakers from the Group A 

and Group B dialects: although their dialects share many features with 

the north Arabian dialect type, in a number of respects they are distinct 

from it. Some of the traits distinguishing them from the north Arabian 

dialect group are akin to those of the sedentary dialects of the Greater 

Syrian area, while others are of a more general western type, displaying 

affinities with Hijazi dialects as well as with Bedouin dialects spoken 

in Egypt, the Sudan, and North Africa. Typologically, the most 

prominent features distinguishing them from the north Arabian dialects 

are the absence o f : 1) tanwln and its residues, 2) affricated variants of 

Igl and / /々, and 3) final jnj in the imperfect, second person feminine 

singular, second person masculine plural, and third person masculine 

plural (P a lv a  1991). Of these, feature 2) does not affect the prosody 

of poetry, whereas tanwln and the long imperfect forms are freely used 

as conventional poetic features, not only as traditional stylistic devices 

but apparently for metrical reasons as well.

Starting from the assumption that the dialectal differences in syl

lable structure play a role in the metrical structure, it is interesting to 

examine how close the actual scansion of poetry in different areas comes 

to the quantitative metrical analysis. Poems published in unvoweled 

Arabic script cannot be used in this comparison—the analysis should 

be based upon the audition of oral performances or upon reliable tran

scriptions of recordings.15 In this respect, poems collected by So

wayan from Sammari informants are among the most relevant texts. 

Some lines display a regular meter without any adjustments, as in

w-harlmihum yasdan mix al- But their women screeched [in
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mahdhll wailing] like water wheels.

(S o w ay an  1992, 639)

arbac liyalin ma ligoh al-mardsil Four nights had elapsed before he

was found by the search party.

(Sowayan 1992，645)

These are unambiguous catalectic taw il hemistichs ([v] x - / v ---/

v - - /v —— )，the most frequent meter in contemporary Bedouin qasida. 

But such regular lines are very few. Most lines must be metrically 

“reconstructed” in the way described above in order to follow regular 

quantitative metrical patterns:

sallih M ftzin  sallt ad-dib la-s- Mfiz snatched him as a wolf 

sat snatches a lamb,

w-rimah l-a lli  mistigillih b-denih He threw him down for those who

thirsted for his blood in revenge.

(Sowayan 1992, 658)

To fit this pair of hemistichs to the regular catalectic tawil, it must be 

analyzed metrically as follows:

saLlihjrnd.fl.zinJaljh.tad.dijba.las.sdt 

w,ri.mdlha.lal.lt.mis j ti.gil.lih jba.de.nih

It is worth noticing that after these adjustments of the surface repre

sentation only a very few hemistichs display any irregularities.

The poems published by Alois M u s i l  (1928) are admittedly not 

transcriptions of recordings, but were written down from dictation. 

Nevertheless, they are rather reliable for our purposes inasmuch as 

they seem completely free of metrical speculations. They may thus 

serve here as another example of Bedouin poetry collected from a tribe 

whose dialect belongs to the trochaic type (Group A). The poems 

originate in different areas, but they were recited to Musil by Rwala 

tribesmen. Contacts of this kind are naturally factors of crucial im

portance in the spread of the common tradition over dialect boundaries. 

Thus, the poem published in honor of Muhammad Ibn Rasid16 was 

composed by a black servant accompanying a trade caravan from Iraq 

to Hayil. Its first lines read as follows:

1 . yd heyh yd-hal xaliydt al- Glory to you，O riders! with your 

mezahlb bags empty,
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yd.hey I hd .ydJiaLxd I li ,yd Ja l j 

me.zaMb
_ _ / v —— /v--/v--

hejnen telafa min bacld al- 

magibeh

hej. nen / te. la.fa. min / ba. ct. dalj 

ma.gt.beh

I V ----I V —— I V ——

2. seyb al-gawareb sdyijdt al- 

mahaglb
sey.ballga.wd.reb.sdlyt.jaJall

ma.ha.gtb

- - / V ----/ V —— / V ——

alfen masdudat kill syen tejibeh 

al.feI ttd.mas, dii.daj td.kil. Hnj 

te.ji.beh

—- /  V ----/ V —— I V ——

3. alii caleyhen mustahin al- 

maPazlb

a l MI ca .ley .hen .mid j  ta .hLnalj 
ma.cd,zlb

一一/ v ---/v--/v-_

sdmow l-raci musneden yirtaci 

beh

sd.mowjlijd.cumusjne.den.yirj

taxLbeh

-- /v—— /v--/v--

On female riding-camels coming 

from far countries,

With shoulder blades gray and 

breast girths shifting;

Of saddled ones two thousand are 

bringing us goods of all kinds.

Those who ride them are yearn

ing for hosts,

They look for him who leans 

against a cushion.

( M u s i l  1928，306^307)

As is obvious from the analysis’ the poem displays a relatively 

regular meter, a variety of the catalectic tawily the most frequently oc

curring meter both in Musil’s book and in Socin’s collection.17 In a 

few cases the meter implies a deviation from Musil’s transcription: in 

order to fit the quantitative meter, the second syllable in mustahin must 

be short, ana instead of kill sten, kilsin should be read. The remaining 

ten pairs of hemistichs are regular enough to justify the above quan

titative analysis.

Taking the syllable structure of the dialect into consideration, it 

is not surprising to find that the poems collected from northeast Arabia 

by Bruce Ingham also display rather regular metrical patterns. An
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example

yabuk wallah gayt algalb wimnah

yd.bujka.waLlah.gdjya.taLgalj

ba.wim.nah

tisir samcatkum mac annas zenah 

ti •获丨r a .sam .cat ,kum j maMn.na j 

sa.ze.nah

V - / V ----I V —— I V ——

walla tar a md kan hayyin 

ibdinydh 

waLldlta.rd.md.kdjna.hav.yinl 

b a.din. yah
-- j y ---- j y ---j y ---

O my son, by God, the ambition 

and wish of my heart

Is that your reputation will be 

efood among the people.

For whatever creature is alive in 

his world . . .

(Ingham 1982, 121，cAwazim)

There are very few irregularities in the eighteen catalectic tawil 

hemistichs of the poem. Another example is a very regular poem that 

can be regarded as a variety of the hazaj:

gizat ceni wharabt arrgadi 

^i.zat.ce.mjw.hd.rab.tarjrd.gd.di

v ---j v --- j 1

u malleit almajdlis walgacadi

u.maLley .tallma,ja.listwall 

ga.cd,di
y ----j y ---- j y ---

My eye remained awake and I 

avoided sleep,

Nor could I find comfort if I rose 

from bed.

(Ingham 1982，121—22, cAwazim)

Among the dialects belonging to the atrochaic type, the relative 

frequency of short syllables is considerably lower than in the trochaic 

type. This also affects the scansion, in which the syllable quantities 

no longer seem to function as prosodically central elements; rather， 

the scansion leaves the impression that it is based on a number of ac

cents. The poems recorded by this writer among the seminomadic 

Jordanian tribe al-cAjarma (Palva 1978) may illustrate this stage of 

development. Among the seven poems included in the collection, six 

are analyzed as varieties of the tawtL There are several relatively

regular lines following the acephalic and catalectic -- / v ---/v —-/

v —— pattern, but a noticeable share of the lines are irregular, often
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including extra syllables that do not fit the quantitative meter. Some 

examples:

C 10b gowlat mdtdl ad-ddtr l-alli 

ydfhamuhen

gowM.td.m9tddd.d9r.r9.lal.li. 

ydf.ha.mil,hen

C 14b hdgugak barg yalmac w~ 

ddharuhen

hd.gu.gak.bar .gd.yiLma0 .Wdd. 

ha.ruMen

v _____v _____ V ___

E 48b safren magdtlren ydbren 

hhom sud

sdf.ren.ma.gd.tl.ren.ydb.ren.ld. 

hom.sud

—— v ---------v ——

G 27b hn axtalat cajj ar-ramak 

mdtl dl-cdtdmi

h.n9x.taJat.caj.jar.ra.mak.mat.

Idl.c9.ta.mt 

v - v ---v --- v ——

G 30b walla l-cazzdm alii rabcak 

hdzami

wdLlal.caz.zd.maLll.rab.cak.hd. 

zd.ml

(Palva 1978)

On the other hand, a poem from Sinai, recorded and published by 

Bailey and taken here as a random example, opens with a regular hemi

stich:

ya rakbin min fog hilin bacd htl O Rider of a mount, barren year

after year.

(1991，2.9.1，p. 103)

Analyzed according to the above principles, it is the acephalic and 

catalectic variety of the tawil:

Words like pearls for those who 

understand them.

Your fair judgments flash like 

lightning, giving light.

safr and magatlr she-camels, black 

camels going with them.

If someone started robbing [our 

camels], the pawing of the 

horses would be like a dust 

cloud.

Or the cAzzam, who live around 

you like a girdle.
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The only exception to the rules for quantitative analysis given 

above is ba.cad instead of bac.dd. As mentioned above, tanwln does 

not occur in the dialects spoken in Sinai, but is used here as a purely 

poetic device. Although the first lines of the poem are rather regular, 

the whole poem is too irregular to be analyzed in the same manner. 

An example (line 8a):

gUl la tikdib cala sabah yd kidbak 

aUben

[guda.] la.tik.dib.caJd.sa.bd.hd. 

yd.kid.ba.kaLben

Say: don’t lie to Sabah; it’s bad 

luck, you will find,

which yields an irregular pattern: [_v]---ゾv — v -/v--/v-- .

Another example from the same poem (line 9b):

hin xamis xamsdt md nin iktar Merely five times five is no sum

hin,xam.sd.xam.sd.t9,mdMtn.kd. to regret,
tar

which is irregular, too: - -v--v--v-.

Since the quantitative analysis can only be applied to isolated 

hemistichs and not to whole poems, Bailey prefers an accentual analy

sis, of which the following is an example:

jawnt zYU F u-HARramu 

YAKlu-s-SA .

u-GAL int SA cir bass 

itKAWdib cal an-NAS 

u-SIRT ataNADdar u-kull 

HARF atahalLA 

u-GULT il nahif al-JISM gum 

SAW  w ill KAS

Quests came my way but swore 

that they would never eat my 

meat,

And chided me: a bard you are, 

but tend to lie and cheat.

So I set out to find a rhyme that 

might be right for me,

And said to my slim-waisted mate: 

Go ready me some tea.

In these lines, all hemistichs have four natural stresses, but the un

stressed elements between them are very irregular, varying in length 

from one to four syllables, and even the position of the stressed syl

lables may vary rather freely. In several cases, syllables stressed in 

keeping with the natural rhythm of conversation are left without metrical
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ictus in the scansion. Yet, Bailey adds, “neither the poet nor his 

audience are annoyed by this lack of regularity or consistency so long 

as the number of stressed syllables is the same in all the lines and as 

long as the last accents in each hemistich remain constant throughout” 

(1991, 398).

Needless to say, this analysis is very convenient because it allows 

sequences of arbitrary length between the natural stresses. As is 

characteristic of the diachronic development of the metrical basis in 

different dialect areas, the first hemistich of the above example still 

reflects the traditional pattern and could very well be analyzed quan

titatively as jawMtjda.yu.fu.harjra.mu.ydlka.lus.sa (acephalic, catalectic 

tawil), whereas the subsequent hemistichs do not readily fit the quan

titative analysis.

On the whole, the poems from Sinai and the Negev published by 

Bailey follow the atrochaic syllable structure of the local Bedouin dia

lects and do not display sporadic divergences from it in the direction 

of trochaic syllable patterns. The latter is the tendency in Jordan, 

as noted in several poems recorded there by this writer, e.g., isxurana 

VI 11a instead of the local atrochaic isxurna; trsdsana VI 20b vs. ir sasna ; 

fdpri V II 28b vs. fa tri; sayaltdhum V II 35a vs. sdyalthum; and xelana 

IX  25a vs. xelna (Palva 1992).

Even though such occasional trochaic syllable patterns could be 

looked upon as nothing but attempts to imitate the prosody of Nabati 

poetry of the Najdi type, they nevertheless give additional prominence 

to syllable quantity. This prosodic tendency cannot be discerned in 

the poems published by Bailey, not even in poem 4.18，an exchange of 

praises for rival sheikhs, composed at the turn of the century by a Be

douin of the Syrian tribe of the Rwala and a member of the Rasid clan. 

As both are speakers of trochaic dialects, the lines composed by them 

could be expected to display quantitative patterns, but when analyzed 

according to the rules described above, the lines turn out to be rela

tively regular varieties of catalectic fawtl:

la. ya rahb-illi mistha xirwic ad- O Rider of one like a wolf in her 

dtb pace.

= yd.rdjki.baLli.masjyi.hd.xirj 

wi,cad.dlb

This suggests that the metrical basis of the lines was originally quan

titative, but that the local Bedouin, who used to scan them accentually, 

assimilated their syllable structure to the patterns of their own ver

nacular speech. As a result, they probably scanned the above hemi
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stich as follows:

ya rakBILli miSlha X IRw ic ad~DlBy

that is, roughly in keeping with the natural stress of conversation. Fol

lowing the same principle of scansion, the poem would continue :18

HA Mr a wa-la cUMri-U 

iHWA Yyir gaD l ba 

HAMra itSUG akWAHha bal- 

caraGlB 

bitHUS bil-YIMna u-TAXbat 

jaN lba

HAMra wi-TUGsum min 

cay YAha-l-masaLlB 

HAMra wi-TAWW ib- 

cay YIGha maNlba 

ya BET ibn sacLAN CISS  al- 
ajaNlB

ya N M M  UUALiya u-MIN 

yiltijlba, etc.

She’s reddish, and calf never 

nursed of her grace.

When racing, her forelegs come 

near to her hocks.

As she raises her right legs the 

left pound the ground.

The fat on her back makes the 

saddle beams tight,

And her sharp canine teeth are 

already in sight.

The tent of Shaclan is a nest for 

the stranger,

O luck of his wife and those 

fleeing from danger.

Conclusion

The relatively regular metrical patterns of the contemporary Bedouin 

qaslda in central and northern Arabia can be attributed to two main 

factors: the great vigor of the tradition on the one hand, and the com

paratively insignificant linguistic difference between the poetic language 

and the vernacular dialect on the other. The linguistic trait most 

relevant to the metrics is syllable structure. In this respect the Be

douin dialects of the trochaic type have much in common with the 

traditional quantitative meter, as overlong syllables are not as a rule 

allowed in either except at the very end and the very beginning of the 

hemistich.

In the scansion the stress plays a prominent role in the north and 

central Arabian dialect area as well, and overlong syllables occur in all 

word-final positions. This involves a major change in the prosodic 

shape of the poem. In the area of trochaic dialects, this does not 

affect the quantitative meter as profoundly as outside this area. Thus, 

in the Syrian and Mesopotamian Bedouin dialects (Cantineau’s Group 

C)，overlong syllables often occur in all positions. As a result, the 

relative frequency of short syllables becomes far too low for the needs 

of quantitative metrics, where the rhythm is based mainly on the varia
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tion of long and short syllables. This development naturally strength

ens the metrical role of the stress. Although the quantitative basis of 

the metrical structure can still be easily traced, the surface representa

tion is often accentual. This development naturally also brings about 

metrical distortions when poems of Najdi origin are recited.

In Sinai and the Negev, the stress seems to play a predominant 

role in the scansion, and might, from the strictly synchronic point of 

view, be defined as the basis of the metrical structure in the local Be

douin poetry.

The contemporary north Arabian Bedouin poetry can justifiably 

be regarded as an organic continuation of the Old Arabic tradition of 

oral poetry, and it is difficult to imagine that their prosodic relationship 

could be accidental. The quantitative patterns in contemporary poetry 

that resemble the meters of Classical Arabic poetry must therefore be 

looked upon as its historical kernel. However, the changes in the 

phonetic structure of the vernacular language have gradually under

mined the basis of the traditional quantitative system, which, though 

noticeably weakened, is still discernible. The metrical system as well 

as different stylistic conventions represent a long literary tradition, 

relatively—but not completely—independent from the vernacular 

speech. In the core area of north Arabian Bedouin poetry, the lin

guistic distance between the two language forms is not very long.

While Najd is the core area of the north Arabian tradition of Bed

ouin poetry, the Syro-Mesopotamian dialect area represents its periph

ery. This does not necessarily imply that the traditional poetry in 

this area is inferior to Najdi poetry, but there the structural distance 

between the vernacular dialect and the poetic language is longer, a fact 

that in the course of time has led to a decline of the quantitative metri

cal framework.

A comparison of the phonetic surface representation of Bedouin 

poetry in different areas suggests that the quantitative metrical struc

ture in Sinai and the Negev has already reached the point of collapse. 

The tradition still preserves many basic elements, and, consequently, 

quantitative analysis can be applied to separate lines or a few consecu

tive lines, but as a rule not to a whole poem. Such a situation can be 

characterized as a stage of a gradual transition from quantitative to 

accentual metrics.
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N O T E S

1 . The traditional Arabic qaslda is a non-strophic poem consisting of mono

rhymed lines of two hemistichs. In  contemporary Bedouin poetry, the rhyme patterns 

display more variation; in addition to monorhyme, the alternating pattern ABABAB 

is very popular.

2. Socin (1900-01,3: 55-70).

3. In my material, too, several instances of this feature are found. For example:

Palva (1992)

IX  29a farad jirzuana b-awwal xeh rabco 

ta.rad.jir.wdjnd.baw.wal.xejh.rabSoh

一 一  一  j — — — I — —

IX  31a sahatlo bizratin min caffs xayyir 

sa.hat.loh.bizlr9.tin.min.cafIfa.xay.yir 
一 一  一  j  — 一  — j  — 一  

(catalectic hazaj)

Palva (1978) D 12 recited version:

nar galbi nar j  alia nwttaliha b-howj caz 

chanted version:

nard galbi nar 9 j  alia mdttdliha b-howj d caz 

nd.T9.gal.bllnd.rd.jal.ldlmdt.td.li.habjhow.id.cdz

—v 一 一 y —̂ v 一 一 j 一 v 一 一 j 一 v 一

u ld  Arabic is used here as a term for Doth Classical Arabic and the spoken 

forms of Arabic representing the same type of linguistic structure, of which the most 

prominent feature is the icrab system.

5 . 1  he icrab is an Arabic term for Classical Arabic (and other Old Arabic) inflec

tional enaings (morphemes or latter parts of morphemes), which disappeared from 

spoken dialects during the first two or three Islamic centuries.

6. Socin (1900-01,3: 56).

7. In  a few cases two alternative analyses are possible. Thus, depending on the 

meter of the specific poem, saggag tyabuh can be analyzed either sag.gag.ti.yd.buh or 

sag.ga.git.ya.buh (Sowayan 1985, 154).

8. Although Sowayan (1985, 152-60) puts the rules in a slightly different way, 

using linguistic terminology (metathesized vowel, restoration of elided vowel to its 

original position) that would appear to imply diachronic restorations, for all practical 

purposes the above rules agree with Sowayan’s analysis techniques.

9. Also Westphal (1892, 475ff.). Their theories are emphatically rejected by 

B loch (1946，1-2) and W eil (1958，85-91)，who underline the natural correspondence 

between linguistic and metrical structure. It is interesting to compare these theories 

with the hypothesis put forth by Kurylow icz (1972, 161-65), who considers it pos

sible that the quantitative metrical system of Classical Araoic has gradually developed 

from an earlier accentual system.

10. Cf. Palgrave’s description (1865，2:165),  quoted by Jakgy (1989，176): 

“The Arabic scansion goes by accent, not by quantity . , . this class of poetry presents 

in form a strong resemblance to the ordinary English ballad, and, like it, is the popular 

style of the country.”

1 1 . Cantineau’s phonetic transcriptions have here been simplified and harmonized.

12. In this context, the term tanwln is used to denote the generalized indefinite
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morpheme /-?•«/，which in certain contemporary Bedouin dialects as well as in Bedouin 

poetry can be suffixed to the same categories of nouns as in Classical Arabic, and, in 

addition, not only to all ancient diptotes but to sound masculine plural forms as well 

(betin, °an(jafin, musliminin).

13. These positions are in : 1)an indefinite noun followed by an adjectival attribute, 

2) an indefinite noun followed by a prepositional phrase, 3) an indefinite noun followed 

by a clause, 4) a participle governing an object, 5) a nominal predicate followed by a 

verbal clause or a prepositional phrase, and 6) a nominal predicate followed by a nominal 

clause. See Cantineau (1936-37, 102，203-205), Blau (1965, 167-212)，Palva (1980, 

130-31;item 3) is missing due to a misprint).

14. There are, of course, people outside Najd who are familiar with Nabati poet

ry— although they may not call it by this term— and who are not of Najdi origin. 

There are also renowned representatives of this poetic tradition outside Najd, for ex

ample Nimr Ibn cAdwan (1746—1822) from the Balqa in Jordan, whose songs still are 

known far and wide in northern Arabia and the Hijaz.

15. For this paper, about 120 poems included in Socin (1900-01), M usil (1908， 

1928), M ontagne (1935)，Ingham (1982, 1986), Bailey (1991)，Sowayan (1992)，and 

Palva (1978, 1992) were analyzed. This modest amount of material naturally does 

not provide a sufficient basis for conclusive results.

16. The transcription of consonants is standardized here, while the vowels are 

given in conformity with Musil’s transcription.

17. The adequacy of the analysis of the first foot of the hemistich as acephalic 

every foot in the traditional meters must contain at least one short syllable) is

shown by the fact that some hemistichs begin with the unshortened foot v- This 

type is very popular in Bedouin poetry, which in the beginning of the hemistich often 

leaves a metrical slot for the conjunction w.

18. Apart from marking prosodically stressed syllables by capital letters, Bailey’s 

transcription has been followed.

-Arabic. A study of the
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